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Abstract
Control of Integrating DG's consists of several objectives such as voltage, current, harmonics, frequency, active and
reactive power depending on the requirements. Among these objectives the voltage and harmonics is the best
considerable one. This Article presents a integrated DG'S aimed to provide a large amount of power generation to
grid and continues supply to load and maintaining the grid voltage as constant. These systems need to be controlled
properly in order to reduce the harmonics presented in the system. For the reliable operation of Integrating DG
systems, under both balanced conditions, unbalanced conditions and faulty conditions by using conventional
Integrating controller at all the generating units which are integrated and subsystem controller at PV system to
maintain maximum power point. The results of the proposed controller of various cases with different values of
harmonic changes at filter are compared with required parameters. It is observed from the results Conventional
integrating controller gives better solutions.
Keywords: Distributed Generation, Integrated energy resources, PV, SOFC, WES, Battery energy storage.
1. Introduction
1 With

the development of renewable energy, energy
storage and distributed generation (DG) systems the
microgrid has shown to be a promising solution for the
integration and management of intermittent renewable
energy generation has attracted more and more
concern due to its special features. Microgrid consists
of low to medium voltage networks of small load
clusters with DG sources and storage. For the design of
large part of power system to utilize the large load
power plants with high voltage networks introducing
the integrated DG's, such as Battery energy generation,
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), Wind energy source and
Photovoltaic (PV) energy systems in order to improve
reliability and stability of electrical power system and
to ensure the power quality of grid. For this large
integrating systems has become more complex it
becomes difficulty for controlling network voltages and
operate against different types of faults [N.
Hatziargyriou et al. M. Ding et al. and Lasseter R et al.].
In this thesis the focus is on the dynamic structure of
integrate DG's and there various operating conditions
required the adaptive control [J. Peas Lopes et al.,
Peças Lopes J A et al., S. Adhikari et al., W. Zhang et al.,
C. Hou et al., C. Wang et al, and Barsali S et al.]. In the
grid connected PV systems, a coordinated
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voltage/frequency (V/F) and active power reactive
power (PQ) control system for both islanded and grid
connected mode, is not consider the harmonics and all
integrating systems [N. Hatziargyriou et al.].By
proposed
the
new
technique
conventional
integrating controller is employing, it namely had to
convince the feedback voltage to its original range by
delay signals and switching operation which is
internally installed. These signals are treated by the
reference voltage at voltage regulator from actual
voltage and by PWM generator it generating the pulses
and reduce or increase the bandwidth of gate pulses
sending to the inverter as feedback signals [Dahono,
P.A et al.]. Check out the results of harmonic changes
before and after filter. This proposed controller has to
control in integrating systems and reducing harmonics
in the system under balance and unbalance conditions
[Liserre, M et al., Arrillaga, J et al.].
2. Design of conventional integrating controller
and subsystem controller
This chapter introduces the proposed controllers
Conventional Integrating Controller and Subsystem
Controller. It is a discrete time controller, it changes
non shaped to shaped signal it introduced some delay.
Constant actual value it filters and check out these
values to voltage regulator, it is a filter kind of stuff.
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a. Conventional integrating controller
It takes the input signal Va, Vb, Vc these individual
voltage signals are connected to delay unit that it
delays the discrete time signal and it compared these
from ramp and output of it signal by the switch, it gets
again delay from actual value in
. It filters the
signal and get it to product these signals from actual
and discrete and sum of these signals to get output as
filtered.
And another Vb, Vc are also controlled same as
above process, and all three outputs are combined to
get the filtered signal and it sends to voltage regulator
it regulates the voltage and generate gate pulses to
inverter.

PID Controller...... (1); [

]

eq(1) ........(2)
From the another second signal
PID Controller...... (3); eq(3)+ [

]

+ constant ........(4)
Here eq(1)+eq(2)+eq(3)=
Let it converts dq transformation to abc transformation
From this above transformation last figure changes
Vd3&Vq3, Id3&Iq3 sets.
PID Controller:
Formula

( )

[

( )

]

Here N=filter

coefficient.
3. Simulation procedure
By considering the advantages of integrating DG'S, the
Battery system, Solid Oxide Fuel Cell, Wind energy, and
Photo Voltaic System these are integrated to maintain
the continues supply to load without any delay.[ N.
Hatziargyriou et al M. Ding et al. and Lasseter R et al.]
Simulation diagram is designed as follows.

Fig.1. Simulink design of Conventional integrating
controller
b. Subsystem controller

Fig.3. Integrating DG’s with Proposed Controller

Fig.2. Simulink Subsystem Controller Design
It controls voltage and current because to maintain
maximum power point. Here proposed controller
controls only the voltage but it controls the power and
maintains maximum power by product of voltage and
current.
In this system irradiance signals as input and also
the voltage and current signals and controls the signals
as the equations derived below

Here the Battery providing the voltage2000(v),and 200
capacity of charge is getting DC power delivered
through the conductor that which first connected to
installed IGBT inverter with internal snubber
resistance of 5000 ohms it converts DC to AC by this
gating pulses are induced and from this inverter output
is controlled.
And latter it connected to three-phase V-I
measurement, it measure the voltage and currents
after the inverter. From here it connects to LC filter, it
filters the harmonics presented in the lines[S. Adhikari
et al.].
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Vabc actual that converts to Vdq it sends to PI controller,
it introduced because it ensures the error should be
zero. Vdref(2) converts in to Vdq and add to PI controller,
and these Vdq's are compared by switch and gives best
value. md value is it hypotnus √

it induces,

but output is in Vabc form by converting Vdq.
Fig.4. LC filter
Filter arrangement is internally connected with
inductor of range 2mH with shunt capacitor of range
3Kvar. After this filtration of harmonics is decreased
then again check the voltages (Vabc) and currents (Iabc)
in the line by measuring unit which is placed after the
filter again. Through this connected to PI sectional line
that to obtain the extended frequency response
connect several PI sectional lines in cascade, with
frequency range of 50HZ used for RLC specifications
which are internally fixed elements that computed
using hyperbolic corrections representation in positive
and zero sequence at specified frequency[T]. It
connects to three phase breaker; it helps when the
external switching time mode is operated for this
Simulink logical signal is used to control the breaker
operation. From these the relative loads are connected
and again these lines are get connected to a grid by the
transformer which 11KV/480V, 47MVA that step down
the voltage and with grounding transformer that helps
to the winding resistances and leakage reactance are
adjusted in order to obtain the specified zero-sequence
impedance in shunt[T].

Fig.6. Simulink design of voltage regulator
It refers the feedback controlled voltage and actual
voltage. After filter it measure and regulate these
voltages and if any voltage imbalances occurred,
compare and it sends to PWM(Pulse width modulator)
generator which generates the gate pulses to improve
the voltage if decreases or it reduce the band width of
the gate pulses to decrease the voltage if any over
voltages are occurred[T].

Fig.7. PWM Generator

Fig.5. Grounding Transformer
From there these lines are connected to grid with the
three phase breaker. Externally any fault is occurred at
grid side then automatically the reference voltage at
the transformer three phase VI measurements is
feedback given to the controller that controls the whole
voltages where any distributive voltages are occurred
at the line. It checks voltage and current in the line, but
in previous it’s not present so by designing the
controller voltages and currents are shown.
Here introducing the controller of type
Conventional Integrating Controller, in namely had
that convence the voltages that is feedback to
controller to its original voltage level by delay signals
and switching operation which are internally installed,
and it sends the signal to voltage regulator.

It gives external signal to compare and sampling these
signal and minimize or maximize this from min/max
unit send to 3 phase bridge R, Y, B changes one I/P and
1o/p part selected get discrete signal give to gate it
controls the voltage in inverter.
And it sends the signal to sample and hold signal
that connected again to IGBT inverter. The V-I measure
are checked at the LC filter because the exact clearance
voltage and current has no any harmonics that can
clearly says by checking these values before filter and
the clearance of harmonics or reduction of harmonics
after filter.
This procedure is continuing to all the four units
that are inter connected to grid. The Battery, SOFC,
Wind energy it internally installed the controller. Wind
is asynchronous three phase machine, the stator and
rotor windings are connected in star (wye) to an
internal neutral point. In these three phase direct
voltages are occurred so, just check's the unbalance
harmonics at the V-I measurement directly, it has
filtered the harmonics and connected it to local loads
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and to grid. The Photo Voltaic system, this arranges PV
array connected in parallel, each string consisting of
Nser modules connect in series.
Here PV array has constant and different irradiance.
New controlling unit is proposed that is subsystem
controller. Here I/P signals are irradiance, constant,
and Vabc, Iabc given as input there both voltage and
currents are controlled because it need to maintain
maximum power point. As the above procedure is
continue to this system to check the voltages and
current harmonics at the LC filter and this all DG's are
integrated and connected to grid.
Here each individual system sending the generated
power to local loads and to grid, it has to maintain the
whole grid and the system voltages as constant. All the
integrated DG's it maintain the continues supply to
load weather any DG is unoperated condition.
Implementing each controller that have integrating to
each other has to maintain the grid voltage as constant
and also stability, it controls all the DG's generating
that are inter connected to a grid by disturbances
occurred in the lines.

Graph.2. After filter the THD value of voltage,

=0.05

4. Results and Description
By this placement of controller the system it maintains
the grid voltage constant. It reduces the harmonics in
the line, the fault voltages and currents that are
controlled by this controller that results are clearly
shown at the LC filter that reduces total harmonic
distortion (thd).
At each case we clearly show the reduced values of thd.
Case 1: at normal condition running the system without
any fault
The integrating system that maintains the grid
voltage constant and also it controls the whole system
by placing and integrating those controllers without
any fault.
The voltage and current wave forms that have
reduced the thd at the filter.

Graph.3. And THD value of current before filter,
=2.91

At Battery source
Let see

Graph.1. At before filter the THD value of voltage,
=77.54

Graph.4. After filter the THD value of current,

=2.80
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At SOFC

Graph.8. After filter the THD value of current,
Graph.5. Before filter the THD value of voltage,
=74.65

Graph.6. After filter the THD value of voltage,

=4.47

At Wind system
There is no filter placed at the system because it
designed internally controlled system

=0.06
Graph.9. Before load the THD value of voltage,

Graph.7. And THD value of current before filter,
=4.91

=0.04

Graph.10. And THD value of current before load,
=0.46
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At PV system

Graph.14. After filter the THD value of current,

Graph.11. Before filter the THD value of voltage,
=141.60

=1.65

These THD values are high at before filter and then
reduced after filter. It is clear in table form as shown
below,
Table 1: THD values when the systems at normal
running condition without any fault.

Generating
Units
Battery
SOFC
Wind
PV

Before
Filter
THD
value of
Vabc
77.54
74.65
0.04
141.6

After
Filter
THD
value
of Iabc
2.91
4.91
0.46
1.66

THD
value
of Vabc
0.05
0.06
-------0.04

THD value of
Iabc
2.8
4.47
----1.65

CASE 2: At running the system with three phase fault.

Graph.12. After filter the THD value of voltage,

=0.04

The integrating system that maintains the grid voltage
constant and also it controls the whole system by
placing and integrating those controllers with three
phase fault.
The voltage and current wave forms that have reduced
the THD at the filter.
At Battery source
Let see

Graph.13. And THD value of current before filter,
=1.66

Graph.15. At before filter the THD value of voltage,
=78.57
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Graph.16. After filter the THD value of voltage,

=0.05

Graph.20. After filter the THD value of voltage,

=0.06

Graph.17. And THD value of current before filter,
=2.91

Graph.21. And THD value of current before filter,
=4.57

Graph.18. After filter the THD value of current,

=2.79

At SOFC

Graph.19. Before filter the THD value of voltage,
=75.36

Graph.22. After filter the THD value of current,

=4.16
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At Wind system
There is no filter placed at the system because it
designed internally controlled system.

Graph.26. After filter the THD value of voltage,

=0.04

Graph.23. Before load the THD value of voltage,
=0.04

Graph.24. And THD value of current before load,
=0.38

Graph.27. And THD value of current before filter,
=1.59

At PV system

Graph.28. After filter the THD value of current,
Graph.25. Before filter the THD value of voltage,
=146.57

=1.58

These THD values are high at before filter and then
reduced after filter. It is clear in table form as shown
below,
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Table 2: THD values when the system running with
three phase fault.
Before Filter

After Filter

Generating
Units

THD
value
of Vabc

THD
value
of Iabc

THD
value of
Vabc

THD
value of
Iabc

Battery

78.57

2.91

0.05

2.79

SOFC

75.36

4.57

0.06

4.16

Wind

0.04

0.38

--------

----

146.57

1.59

0.04

1.58

PV

Conclusion and Future Scope
From the results shown in above table it is observed
that the controller design has controls the voltage and
maintain the system stable by reducing the THD (Total
Harmonic Distortion) in the line that compared at filter
it is less than 5%. One of the challenges of Integrating
DG's, the controller activates at any time in different
fault and operation scenario which could be solved by
integrating the conventional controller. In this project,
an intelligent integrating DG's control system using
Conventional Integrating Controller is proposed. It is
analyzed to improve control level and offers the better
solution.
Another recently developed V/F controller can also
be tried to integrate to the Integrated DG's to control
this problem. Similar approach can be followed in case
of other application, such as voltage, active and
reactive power, frequency control & THD reduction.
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